
Task 1 

 Choose the right variant. 

1. The rain seems ____. Call the children in. I don’t want them ___. 

a) to be, to be got wet through 

b) to be starting, to get wet through. 

c) to have started, to have got wet through 

d) to have been started, to be getting wet through 

2.The English colony, Plymouth, in Massachusetts, is known ___ by the Pilgrims who arrived on 
the Mayflower in 1620. 

a) to be established 

b) to have established 

c) to have establishing 

d) to have been established 

3. Look, they are likely ___ to the news. They seem ____. 

a) to be listening, to be excited 

b) to listen, to be excited 

c) to have been listening, to have excited 

d) to have listened, to be being excited 

4. He is sure ____ a liar. Everybody heard him ____ that in so many words. 

a) to be, to say 

b) be, say 

c) to be, say 

d) be, to say 

5. When I came in, the discussion seemed __ to an and. They appeared ___ patience because 
they turned out ___ for it. 



a) to have been coming, to have losing, be ready 

b) to be coming, to be losing, not to be ready 

c) to come, to lose, to be ready 

d) to have come, to have lost, not to be being ready 

6. Jack, you seem ___ too fast. The speed is already 100 miles. I am afraid. I want you ___ the 
speed till 40 miles. 

a) to have driven, slow down 

b) to drive, to slow down 

c) to be driving, to be slowing down 

d) to be driving, to slow down 

 

Task 2 

Open the brackets and write the correct form of the Infinitive. 

1.The doctor wanted the patient _____. 

a) to examine 

b) to be examined 

c) being examined 

2. There are a lot of people who expect your country ___ the same as their own. 

a) not to be 

b) not being 

c) not be 

3. Did you hear the chairman ___ an announcement? 

a) to make 

b) making 

c) be made 



4. When I was waiting in the hall, I saw a girl ___ with a file in her hand. 

a) came out 

b) to come out 

c) come out 

5. Nobody expected the president of the company___to the party. 

a) coming 

b) to come 

c) come 

6. I saw him ____ round the corner and ____. 

a) turn, disappear 

b) to turn, to disappear 

c) turning, disappearing 

7. She noticed the children____ behind the tree but pretended to see nothing. 

a) hiding 

b) to hide 

c) to be hidden 

8. I want his article ___in November. 

a) to publish 

b) to be published 

c) publishing 

9. He did not expect her ___ about it. 

a) to be asked 

b) ask 

c) interrupt 



Task 3 

Paraphrase the sentences using mentioned word (said/thought/believed) and Complex Subject  

1.Somebody has told me that Ann is at home. 

said 

Ann  at home. 

2.It is thought that life on our planet was brought by aliens. 

thought 

The life on our planet  by aliens. 

3.Many people believe that Shakespeare wrote more poems that we know of. 

believed 

Shakespeare  more poems than we know of. 

4.Some people believed that somebody had helped Alison during the test. 

believed 

Alison  during the test. 

5.People suppose that disasters are an inevitable part of our lives. 

supposed 

Disasters  an inevitable part of our lives. 

6.Some people suppose that this abandoned house was a museum in the past. 

supposed 

This abandoned house  a museum in the past. 

7.They thought that Andrew committed that crime. 

thought 

Andrew  that crime. 



8.Everyone believes that Chelsea is the most expensive team. 

believed 

Chelsea  the most expensive team. 

9.Everyone believed that Chelsea is the most expensive team. 

believed 

Chelsea  the most expensive team. 

10.Everyone believed that Chelsea was the most expensive team. 

believed 

Chelsea  the most expensive team. 

 

Task 4 

Choose the correct variant 

1. My mother wants me … a teacher. 

a) be 

b) to be 

c) am 

d) is e) was 

2. Teddy’s words made me … uncomfortable. 

a) to feel 

b) feeling 

c) felt 

d) feel 



e) be feeling 

3. I have never heard Sue …. 

a) singing 

b) sang 

c) sings 

d) to sing 

e) sung 

4. We expected the Petrovs … later than usual. 

a) arrive 

b) arrived 

c) to arrive 

d) arriving  

e) to be arriving 

5. I watched my cat … with its kittens. 

a) played 

b) to play 

c) was played 

d) be playing 

e) playing 

 



6. Our English teacher told us … English as much as possible. 

a) speak 

b) spoke 

c) spoken 

d) to speak 

e) speaks 

7. We expected them … earlier today. 

a) came 

b) come 

c) comes 

d) to come 

e) coming 

8. Why are you crying? What has made you …? 

a) to cry 

b) cries 

c) crying 

d) cried 

e) cry 

9. The vase is expensive. Don’t let children … here. 

a) to play 

b) play 



c) playing 

d) played 

e) plays 

10. Yesterday I saw Mary … the road. 

a) crossed 

b) crosses 

c) cross 

d) to cross 

e) be crossing 

 
 


